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CONTEXT 
Tacoma is not alone 



TACOMA 
Citizen advocacy leads the nation 



Reasons for doing business here? 

TOP RESPONSES:

1. Environmental surroundings/Quality of life    59.7% 

2. Economy                                                          43.9% 

3. Networking opportunities                              33.3% 



2010 
“Aesthetics”



COMPROMISE 



San Antonio 

2012 sign code introduction?  





 

Tacoma’s local commerce trying to compete



 

Blight for decades 



  
Billboard Lawsuits 

Legal challenges:  

Tacoma: 1997, 2007, 2011 

Seattle: 1980, 1997, 2002 

 

Tacoma Cap 1988 

King County Cap 1987  

Seattle Cap 1974  

WA cap 1961 

 



WHEN DOES  

NO 

MEAN YES? 



DIGITAL  

is the  

GOAL 
 



Digital focus and “driving factor”  



Lobbying in 2012 = 
$25 million  



Weakened billboard market demands digital  



10 X - 12 X 

the revenue 

$$$ 



ISA 
International Sign Association 

 

Get bigger, brighter, faster!!!











NATIONALLY  
Off-premise in a 

street war with  

On-premise 



Time has been on 

your side . . . 



“Because the combination of LED’s 

used to display each brightly lit image 

on the billboard changes every eight 

seconds, the billboard’s lighting is 

intermittent under the plain meaning  
of the statue.” 

 

Scenic Arizona, Inc. v.  City of Phoenix Board of Adjustment, et. 
Al., 268 P.3d 370, 378 (Ariz.App.Div. 1 2012). 



Cities and jurisdictions can 

determine their own destiny: 

Safety, health, and attractiveness 

are all protectable 



        

Court sets precedent with Franklin billboard ban
 Bob Makin, @ReporterBMakin 6:16 p.m. EDT October 17, 2014

In a published decision that will become precedent, the state appellate court paved the way for Franklin
Township and other municipalities to ban billboards, previously deemed a form of free speech.

FRANKLIN (Somerset) – An unprecedented 40-page decision by the Appellate Division of the state's Superior
Court has paved the way for not only the township but other municipalities to ban digital billboards from their
communities.

Judges Marianne Espinosa delivered the unanimous decision today that she shared with Judges Clarkson
Fisher and Ellen Koblitz. The decision will be published and serve as precedent, township attorney Louis
Rainone said.

"It's one of the first in the country that upholds a ban," Rainone said. "We couldn't find another, so it looks like
it's the first time, which makes a pretty significant change in New Jersey law. Towns lose these billboard cases
all the time."

The decision reversed a constitutional ruling last year in Superior Court that allowed for two billboards to be
built by E&J Equities, a subsidiary of Rotor Clip, one of the township's largest taxpayers. E&J sued the

township when it denied permits for the billboards, citing quality of life issues for residents, as well as distracted driving concerns.

E&J's township-based attorney Francis P. Linus said he is reviewing the decision to determine whether to appeal to the state Supreme Court. That will be
a challenge in the face of a unanimous appellate decision, Rainone said.

"They have to convince the Supreme Court to take it," he said. "I think it's very well-reasoned, but you never know. It's an important issue."

The issue's initial champion, Councilwoman Roz Sherman, said the decision was a victory for the township's residents and their quality of life.

The $110,000 the township invested in the lawsuit and its appeal was well spent, Sherman said.

"We wanted to take care residents, and we did," she said. "It is a very happy moment. Our attorney did a great job, as well as the township staff. I'm
hopeful other communities will benefit from this, and I think they will. And we will be extremely happy to support them any way we can. It's nice to win one
once in a while."

Staff Writer Bob Makin: 732-565-7319; bmakin@MyCentralJersey.com

Read or Share this story: http://mycj.co/1wbi9Ky

(Photo: AP )



Judge&rules&against&digital
billboards&in&Knoxville
BY:&Tony Hernandez
POSTED:&8:00 PM, Oct 8, 2014
UPDATED:&5:40 AM, Oct 9, 2014

A Knox County Chancery Court judge has ruled a Louisiana-based company cannot convert

its traditional vinyl billboard for digital advertising within Knoxville’s city limits.

Chancellor Daryl R. Fansler’s ruling, made Sept. 29, sides with the city of Knoxville and

continues to block Lamar Advertising Co. from converting two billboards along Interstate

40 near the intersections of Papermill Drive and Cedar Bluff Road.

“We respect Chancellor Fansler’s opinion, however, we intend to file a notice of appeal this

week and look forward to having this matter resolved in the appellant courts,” Gregory P.

Isaacs, Lamar’s attorney, said Wednesday.

RELATED&DOCUMENT:&Ruling&in&city&of&Knoxville&v.&Lamar&Advertising
case&(https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/1311147-ruling-in-
city-of-knoxville-vs-lamar-advertising.html)

The case has roots dating back to 2001 when Knoxville City Council banned the construction

of any new billboard and also passed subsequent zoning changes to regulate other types of

electronic signs.

“We are delighted that the court has upheld the city’s billboard ban,” Joyce Feld, president

of local nonprofit Scenic Knoxville, said. “This battle has been going on for eight years.”

The effort by Lamar to convert the signs in 2006 forced the city to successfully file an

injunction to block the conversion and also drew objection from local residents.



In Cities Across Texas, Activists Battle Billboard Companies
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Clash over rules stalls digital billboard pushClash over rules stalls digital billboard push
By Associated PressBy Associated Press
Published: September 7, 2014, 10:32 am

(WISH Photo/Jay Hermacinski)

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Disagreements among three sign companies sparked by concerns over market
share are keeping Marion County out of the digital billboard game.

The city needs to change its code to allow the billboards. But three key players — Clear Channel Outdoor,
Lamar Advertising and CBS Outdoor — can’t agree on what the new regulations should allow.

“Three relatives can’t get along,” Democratic Councilman Joe Simpson told the Indianapolis BusinessIndianapolis Business
JournalJournal (http://bit.ly/1pIVxko). “It is not our job to get in the middle of this.”

Clear Channel is the market leader and wants the regulations to preserve its share. Lamar and CBS
Outdoor want the city to provide them a way to catch up. All three companies have been lobbying council
members, Mayor Greg Ballard’s office and the Department of Metropolitan Development for two years over



$4.3 MILLION 

relocation



$4.3 M 

 +  $3 M= 

$7.3 



Not cool, already over it 



NO AD Augmented Reality App Replaces Billboards with Art
Article by Steph (/author/Steph/), filed under Gadgets & Geekery (/category/technology/gadgets-geekery/)

in the Technology (/category/technology/) category.

Subway commuters are inundated with advertisements on virtually every surface they come across along
their daily journey, from the stairs leading to each platform to the passenger cars themselves. Places
where a captive audience will stand around staring at the walls are an advertiser’s feast, but not everyone
wants that kind of consumerism shoved down their throats every day. Enter ‘NO AD, (http://noad-
app.com/)‘ an augmented reality app that allows you to replace those ads with art.

!  (/) +







Fear tactics 
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How Cities Can Track Your Last 1,000
Locations Through Your Smartphone
Written by: Tara Dodrill  Privacy  November 18, 2013  1 Comment   Print This Article

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
and police have the capability to monitor our
every move, and can do just that in at least one
American city by taking advantage of citizens’
smartphone Wi-Fi capacity.

It’s a technology that can be used anywhere in
American that people use Wi-Fi.

In Seattle, Washington, a wireless mesh network
project designed by Aruba Networks is
reportedly able to track and store the last 1,000
places an individual has visited. The mesh
network equipment in Seattle was purchased with nearly $3 million from a DHS-funded grant.

The network can track movement via common electronic devices, such as smartphones, laptops and
tablets. All such devices possess a unique “media access control” or MAC address. The surveillance
network is linked via wireless access points mounted on utility poles – there are currently 160 such portals
in Seattle.

The technology is easily understood if you have a smartphone and use Wi-Fi. When walking down the
street, your smartphone is constantly searching and finding Wi-Fi signals – at a Starbucks, at a McDonald’s,
at private residence. The Seattle network takes advantage of this technology and can track and store the
location of every smartphone, laptop and tablet – even if the person does not log in.

Police deactivated the system after an uproar from citizens and privacy groups, but the hardware is still
hanging throughout the city – and could come back to life if approved by the city council.

Discover The Only Way Back To True Freedom And Liberty In America…

Seattle City Councilman Bruce Harrell defending the system and told KIRO-TV:

While I understand that a lot of people have concerns about the
government having access to this information, when we have large public
gatherings like the situation like in Boston and something bad happens,
the first thing we want to know is how are we using technology to capture
that information.

Local police detective Monty Moss, one of the leaders of the mesh network project, said he is “not
comfortable” answering policy questions related to the surveillance tracking devices because the city does
not yet have a usage policy in place.

The Orwellian “Big Brother”-style technology was not supposed to be functional in the city until local officials
vote on the matter, but a TV news team walking around town was able to view the Seattle mesh network
popping up on wireless devices.

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) representative Jamela Debelak said:

They now own a piece of equipment that has tracking capabilities, so we
think that they should be going to city council and presenting a protocol
for the whole network that says they won’t be using it for surveillance
purposes. We believe that people should be free to move about without
having the government track their movements unless there really is
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They make 
you look 
bad and 

are unsafe 



Billboards are  

Dinosaurs 

Left over from an  

“auto-oriented” age  

built on speed, not 

walkable environments





Property values 

decrease 



Wealthier 

communities don’t 

have billboards



Lighting out-of-control



Lighting out-of-control



SURVEY 

Of 144 Downtown Seattle billboards 

only 5 were for downtown business. 

 

Paid advertising was for: 

Alcohol, fast food, tele-comm,  

insurance and cars, etc. 



SURVEY 

Billboards at Lake City Way 

Subway, Safeway & McDonald’s  

were the “local” business? 

 

Paid advertising was for: 

Insurance, fast food, alcohol, tele-comm,  

casinos, etc. 

(10.08.13)  

 



Over 30 percent is pro-bono



Unsafe 



Digital billboards along Ontario's highways worry paramedicsDigital billboards along Ontario's highways worry paramedics
By Andy Radia | Canada Politics – Thu, 16 Oct, 2014

With their big, bold images, digital billboards are designed to draw the attention of drivers, and now they're drawing the ire
of Ontario's emergency medical workers.

In response to a proposal to erect new billboards in four locations along Highways 401 and 427, the Toronto and Ontario
paramedic associations have each penned letters to Premier Kathleen Wynne asking her to kibosh the plan.

"The [Toronto Paramedic Association] TPA is greatly troubled by the news that efforts are underway to seek regulatory
exemptions related to signage and digital billboards on Ontario Highways," the TPA's Geoff MacBride wrote in his in letter.

"Currently these signs are not permitted. The reasoning for this is obvious. Digital billboards are designed with one reason, to
draw your attention. Anything that distracts road users from solely concentrating on their driving is completely unsafe and
totally inappropriate."

Metrolinx, the arms-length government body that oversees transportation in the Greater
Toronto and Hamilton Area, could potentially earn millions of dollars from the project. 

In an email to Yahoo Canada News, they said that they're committed to public safety and "would never support the placement
of signs on its property that put the well-being of motorists or anyone else at risk."

The Ministry of Transportation — the ultimate arbiter in the dispute — claims that no decision has been made. 

"Safety is our top priority," MTO spokesperson Bob Nichols told Yahoo Canada News.

"The ministry has received a proposal for digital billboards in several locations along our highways in Toronto. We have not
given approval for these signs.  

"Any decision will be made with safety as prime consideration.  Metrolinx is aware that no decision has been made and has
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Digital billboards advertising 
the latest product, concert 
or restaurant special are 

designed to draw drivers’ attention 
as they venture down the highway. 
But there is growing concern that 
the bright, flashing lights of these 
large roadside displays are creating 
more than just a quick message alert. 

These signboards, research shows, 
distract drivers more than any other 
type of sign, said Mary Tracy, presi-
dent of Scenic America, a nonprofit 
dedicated to preserving and enhanc-
ing the scenic character of America’s 
roadways and communities. In fact, 
recent studies have found that when 
drivers take their eyes off the road 
for more than two seconds, they are 
far more likely to suffer a crash or 
near crash.

“Digital billboards are extremely 
bright, colorful and change adver-
tisements frequently,” added Tracy, 
whose organization is leading the 
charge to curtail what she calls 
“billboard blight.”

“As humans, we’re hard-wired to 
look at bright lights and motion,” 
she said. “And when you look at 
these signs, you’re not looking at 
the road ahead.”

Tracy said most digital display 
images change every six seconds—
roughly the same amount of time 
the billboard industry suggests it 
takes to absorb the average billboard 
advertisement. “That’s also three 
times longer than it takes to cause an 
accident,” she said. “Each new flash 
of an advertisement draws our atten-
tion, and many signs have up to 10 
different ads in rotation.”

Not everyone agrees that digital 
billboards are a road hazard. Several 
studies, including two in 2007—a 
crash causation and statistical study 
by the consulting-engineering firm 
Tantala Associates, and a human fac-
tors study by the Center for Automo-
tive Safety Research at Virginia Tech’s 
Transportation Institute, both spon-
sored by the Outdoor Advertising 
Association of America—found that 
digital billboards are no more likely to 
cause traffic accidents than conven-
tional billboards. Three years later, a 
study by the Federal Highway Admin-
istration drew a similar conclusion, 
although the study, Tracy says, was 
highly criticized by peer reviewers.

While there has not yet been 
a definitive answer on either side, 
skeptics question whether insurance 

carriers are being blinded by digital 
billboards that may have an adverse 
impact on driver performance and 
increase auto accident claims.

Safety Alert
Robert Passmore, senior director 

of personal lines policy for the Prop-
erty Casualty Insurers Association of 
America, isn’t so sure.

So far he’s heard little from auto 
writers on the issue. “However, there 
have always been a lot of distrac-
tions when driving,” Passmore said.

by Lori Chordas 

Do digital billboards pose a threat to driver safety  
and increase claims for auto writers?

Key Points 

▼  Lighting the Sign: Like cellphones, 
texting and eating behind the wheel, 
some groups fear digital billboards are 
distracting drivers.

▼  The Message: There’s evidence on 
both sides of the digital debate as to 
whether the signs contribute to more 
traffic accidents. 

▼  Generating Reaction: While 
the insurance industry isn’t seeing 
increased claims, it’s keeping a close 
eye on the issue.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: As of July 2014, 
there were 5,200 digital billboards in the 
United States, according to the Outdoor 
Advertising Association of America.

www.bestreview.com

Go to page 46 of the digital edition at 
bestreview.com to watch a video about 
this story.
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2 seconds 

VW Ad 

 

Google VW Ad 
“Eyes on the road” 

28 M . . . 29 M views! 





















 

International research revealing  
findings on safety issues
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Accident Analysis & Prevention
Volume 50, January 2013, Pages 147–154

The emotional side of cognitive distraction: Implications for roadThe emotional side of cognitive distraction: Implications for road
safetysafety
Michelle Chana, , , Anthony Singhala, b

Show moreShow more

DOI: 10.1016/j.aap.2012.04.004

Abstract

Driver distraction is estimated to be one of the leading causes of motor vehicle accidents. However, little is
known about the role of emotional distraction on driving, despite evidence that attention is highly biased
toward emotion. In the present study, we used a dual-task paradigm to examine the potential for driver
distraction from emotional information presented on roadside billboards. This purpose was achieved using a
driving simulator and three different types of emotional information: neutral words, negative emotional words,
and positive emotional words. Participants also responded to target words while driving and completed a
surprise free recall task of all the words at the end of the study. The findings suggest that driving performance
is differentially affected by the valence (negative versus positive) of the emotional content. Drivers had lower
mean speeds when there were emotional words compared to neutral words, and this slowing effect lasted
longer when there were positive words. This may be due to distraction effects on driving behavior, which are
greater for positive arousing stimuli. Moreover, when required to process non-emotional target stimuli, drivers
had faster mean speeds in conditions where the targets were interspersed with emotional words compared to
neutral words, and again, these effects lasted longer when there were positive words. On the other hand,
negative information led to better memory recall. These unique effects may be due to separate processes in
the human attention system, particularly related to arousal mechanisms and their interaction with emotion.
We conclude that distraction that is emotion-based can modulate attention and decision-making abilities and
have adverse impacts on driving behavior for several reasons.

Highlights

► Information that emits different emotions as observed on roadside billboards can distract drivers. ► Driving
performance is differentially affected by the valence (negative versus positive) of the emotional content. ►
Emotional billboards are associated with slower mean speeds and the effect lasts longer with positive
billboards. ► Targets embedded with emotional billboards have increased mean speeds and the effect lasts
longer with positive billboards. ► Positive billboards have immediate and lingering effects on driving and may
be more detrimental than negative billboards.

Keywords

Attention; Arousal; Distraction; Driving; Dual-task; Emotion

Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 780 492 7804.
Copyright © 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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FIFE accidents 





Cities can say  

NO  

to the medium,  

but not the message  

 





Unhealthy 



The Prevalence of Harmful Content on Outdoor
Advertising in Los Angeles: Land Use, Community
Characteristics, and the Spatial Inequality of a
Public Health Nuisance
Bryce C. Lowery, MS, MLA, and David C. Sloane, PhD

Outdoor advertising provides an important
perspective for understanding how land-use
decisions impact community health. Although
economic factors and zoning determine its
placement, growing evidence suggests that
harmful content can have adverse effects on
neighborhood environments, residential quality
of life, and human well-being. Outdoor adver-
tising is an indicator of the ways social processes,
land use, and the built environment interact to
influence public health because of its connection
to fundamental, intermediate, and proximate
determinants of health promotion.1

Although outdoor advertising represents
a key moneymaker for landowners, as well as
a tourist attraction for local businesses, accu-
mulated evidence suggests that outdoor ad-
vertising with harmful content disadvantages
particular communities, similarly to other
studies documenting toxic facilities,2 liquor
stores,3 and food deserts.4 Given this evidence,
the recent increase in billboards in many cities
around the United States, and especially
around the world,5 raises important public
health concerns. In this way, billboards are part
of the neighborhood effect6 that inhibits
positive public health outcomes for vulnerable
communities.

Studies demonstrating the adverse effects
of outdoor advertising generally focus on
a specific area of public health such as obesity,
smoking cessation, or substance abuse; some
are cross-sectional, and a number compare
outdoor advertising in areas that are regulated
by different zoning and land-use regulations.
Developing a methodology that allows public
health and planning professionals to examine
the issue longitudinally, over neighborhoods
governed by similar land-use regulations, aids
in determining the extent to which land use and

zoning contribute to outdoor advertising pro-
liferation. A coding procedure that systemati-
cally examines the breadth of related public
health concerns is critical to understanding
how outdoor advertising functions collectively
to create a nuisance and promote unhealthy
behaviors.

Linkages between outdoor advertising and
a range of public health issues include problem
drinking,7---10 tobacco use,11 environmental pol-
lution caused by the intense light,12---14 and the
obesity epidemic.15---17 Additionally, when used
to promote alcohol, gambling, entertainment,
and clothing, outdoor advertising also pro-
motes the potential exclusion—or at least ha-
rassment—of women in public spaces.18,19 Re-
peated exposure to media, such as outdoor
advertising that depicts guns and gun-related
violence, may contribute to aggressive behav-
ior,20 tolerance of violence,21 and desensitiza-
tion to weapons,22 thus reducing the perceived

risks associated with guns through their com-
monplace occurrence in public space. Outdoor
advertising correlates to themes opposed to
health promotion and harm reduction, essen-
tially endorsing the misogynistic portrayals of
women and promoting adverse health behav-
iors such as violence, smoking, excessive
drinking, and unhealthy eating.

Furthermore, evidence suggests that disad-
vantaged and vulnerable communities experi-
ence the impacts of outdoor advertising
disproportionately. Advertising presents
a heightened nuisance in communities with
lower educational attainment,23 places dense
with children24 and minorities,23,24 as well as
communities having a lower socioeconomic
status, as defined by income and occupation.25

Additionally, harmful advertising with por-
trayals of alcohol and tobacco appear to be
disproportionately located in minority com-
munities,26---30 often adjacent to child-serving

Objectives. Our study sought to examine associations between the content of
outdoor advertising and neighborhood ethnic/racial and socioeconomic composition
to see whether particular communities disproportionately host harmful content.

Methods. We constructed a spatial database of photographs taken from June
2012 until December 2012 in 7 identically zoned communities in Los Angeles,
California, to compare outdoor advertising area and content. We selected com-
munities to contrast by ethnicity/race, income, education, and youth population.

Results. At-risk communities and communities of color hosted more outdoor
advertising depicting harmful content than other communities. Among included
neighborhoods, harmful content and the proportion of outdoor advertising overall
weremost prevalent in communities of AsianAmericans and LatinoAmericans. In all
communities, harmful content represented at least 24%of outdoor advertising space.

Conclusions. This study provides evidence of the potential for land-use
decisions to result in spatially inequitable health impacts. Although dictating
the placement of outdoor advertising through zoning may seem sensible, such
a decision might have the unintended consequence of disadvantaging the
well-being of local communities. Neighborhood factors require more contextu-
ally nuanced public health and land-use policy. (Am J Public Health. 2014;104:
658–664. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2013.301694)

RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

658 | Research and Practice | Peer Reviewed | Lowery and Sloane American Journal of Public Health | April 2014, Vol 104, No. 4
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Sixty-ninth session 
Item 69 (b) of the provisional agenda* 
Promotion and protection of human rights: human rights 
questions, including alternative approaches for  
improving the effective enjoyment of human rights  
and fundamental freedoms 

 
 
 

  Cultural rights  
 
 

  Note by the Secretary-General  
 
 

 The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to the General Assembly the 
report of the Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights, Farida Shaheed, 
submitted in accordance with Human Rights Council resolution 19/6. 
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Take them 
down 



How many 

DECADES  

until 

ENFORCEMENT? 
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DEMOLITION 

TAP Grant 





Memphis  

residents sue city 





No public benefit, 

just years of lawsuits 



 

 

A billboard in Seattle only pays a  

simple sign permit, or approx: 

 

$11 dollars a month 

 

WA State billboards only pays a  

WSDOT permit, or approx: 

 

$154 dollars a year





 

The industry is on alert and watching Tacoma 





Why? 

They want Washington State 

and our cities that are saying 

NO 



A tale of Yakima 



Yakima 



Yakima 



Yakima 



WHEN DOES  

NO 

MEAN YES? 



Tacoma cares



 

 

The citizens of Tacoma have said  

NO thanks and will actively keep  

their beautiful neighborhoods, city,  

State, highways and common space  

safe, healthy and attractive. 

 

 

Thank you 

Keep Washington Beautiful 

 

 


